UNTDA - National Event - October 2, 2019
Some of you will remember the excellent June 2015 UNTD Reception and Supper organized by Greg McKenzie
(Tecumseh 1967) at the Ranchmen's Club in Calgary held in conjunction with that year’s Naval Association of Canada
(NAC) Conference.
Similar co-events have taken place in previous and subsequent years, right across the country.
On 2 October, this year, the UNTD is doing something similar under the leadership of Larry Fournier (Discovery 58).
We will have an extended reception with food stations to create your own supper while getting together with UNTDs,
ROUTPs and former members of all the other NavRes Officer training programs. The excellent waterfront venue
overlooking Vancouver's English Bay and the majestic north shore mountains will remind us of our common ties to the
sea and the camaraderie we shared while searching for fog lifters, red oil for the port running light or the mythical
golden rivet; or engaged in the more serious tasks of navigating and conning the ships in which we served.
The $50 price includes a no-host bar and a dazzling and a varied array of food to choose from.
UNTD Reception and Supper October 2, 2019
1730 - 2100
Royal Vancouver Yacht Club
3811 Point Grey Rd, Vancouver, BC V6R 1B3
This event is being held in conjunction with the 2019 NAC National Conference, October 2 - 6, 2019.
The Registration, Hotel and Program details are separately attached.
NB:
On the Registration Form, the Email link to Larry Fournier may be incorrect.
It should be:ljfournier@shaw.ca
Come join us for a wonderful evening and swap your own tall tales. Spouses and partners are welcome. You can select
only the October 2nd UNTD Reception and Supper on the registration form, or add additional NAC conference events
listed in the program, which includes 4 former UNTD/ROUTP+ Cadets; Jim Boutilier (Scotian 1956), Richard Fadden
(Donnacona 1973), Dave Craig (Discovery 1974), Michael Hopper (Scotian 1989). Many UNTDs and ROUTP+ are
involved in planning this Celebration of the 100th Anniversary of the Naval Officers' Association of BC (NOABC) and the
NAC Conference that takes place in the days following this UNTD/ROUTP+ event.
There is a Registration Deadline of August 31, 2019.
Yours aye,
Roger D Elmes, President
UNTD Association of Canada
L'Association UNTD du Canada
Mustering UNTDs, ROUTPs and other NRO Programs
H. 778-294-0211
C. 604-880-5873
mcroger@shaw.ca

